
 

 

NO Software 
Required 

Quick & Easy 
To Operate 

Introducing the eeZee Mouse TM , family of computer input devices, using a revolutionary 
Body Sensor for computer control.  This remarkable product provides full mouse functionality 
and is engineered to integrate with each user’s unique abilities.  This sensational development 
removes mouse functionality from the user’s hand and puts it where the user wants. 

The heart of this incredible system, a tiny Body Sensor, is worn or attached somewhere 
and “tilted” to activate cursor movements.  Weighing less than 2 grams, this tiny sensor can 
literally be worn from “head-to-toe” and activated by ordinary body movements.  The number 
of possibilities for sensor placement and activation are limited only by the imagination. 

The Body Sensor produces fully proportional 
cursor movement.  The user decides how much or 
how little tilt is required to match their needs. 

Button functions (clicks & drags) are done with 
any type of external switch, or via microphone using 
sound detection, depending upon model.   Models 
available are: PRO, SWITCH & CURSOR  

These options are engineered to let each user 
choose the best location to operate the sensor, and 
most effective method to activate button functions.   

eeZee Mouse  
Computer Input Device 

TM 

The dawn of a new day in computer access has arrived. 
Gone are the days of needing a hand operated mouse. 

Stylish Desktop unit needs only the  
tiny Body sensor be activated 

  Fully Compatible 
w/ ALL                   
Hardware                

&                             
Software 

      LaZee Tek is committed to providing  customers  
high quality,  cost effective products utilizing the 
latest technology,  while keeping them easy to use. 

L A Z E E  T E K  

Computer Access Technologies 

PO Box 350 

Ashley, IN  46705 

  

Phone:  (260) 351-3274          Fax:  (260) 351-2760 

Hang that old mouse out to dry   &  
order your eeZee Mouse today! 

www.lazeetek.com 

This exciting new product is the first computer input device to utilize a cost effective 
body sensor for computer control.  Operation and setup are quick and easy.  No complicated 
software, setups, or special training is needed.  Just plug-in & GO!   

Quick and easy to setup & operate - Just Plug-in and GO! 

An amazing system designed to fit the user! 

Hang that old mouse out to dry   &  
order your eeZee Mouse today! 

Tiny sensor can 
mount to eyeglasses 

201-D 

These extraordinary devices are compatible 
with any/all other hardware and software products.  
They are also portable and interchangeable between 
laptops, desktops, MACs, PCs, and Unix systems. 

Accessories are available to enhance the capa-
bilities of these astonishing units.  The universal 
design approach allows us to offer custom features, 
often without additional costs. 

Contact us to discover how we can meet your computer access requirements 

Tiny sensor can 
mount to eyeglasses 


